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Context: Software quality can be assured by going through software testing process. However, software 
testing phase is an expensive process as it consumes a longer time. By scheduling test cases execution 
order through a prioritization approach, software testing eﬃciency can be improved especially during 
regression testing. 
Objective: It is a notable step to be taken in constructing important software testing environment so that 
a system’s commercial value can increase. The main idea of this review is to examine and classify the 
current test case prioritization approaches based on the articulated research questions. 
Method: Set of search keywords with appropriate repositories were utilized to extract most important 
studies that fulﬁll all the criteria deﬁned and classiﬁed under journal, conference paper, symposiums and 
workshops categories. 69 primary studies were nominated from the review strategy. 
Results: There were 40 journal articles, 21 conference papers, three workshop articles, and ﬁve sympo- 
sium articles collected from the primary studies. As for the result, it can be said that TCP approaches 
are still broadly open for improvements. Each approach in TCP has speciﬁed potential values, advantages, 
and limitation. Additionally, we found that variations in the starting point of TCP process among the ap- 
proaches provide a different timeline and beneﬁt to project manager to choose which approaches suite 
with the project schedule and available resources. 
Conclusion: Test case prioritization has already been considerably discussed in the software testing do- 
main. However, it is commonly learned that there are quite a number of existing prioritization techniques 
that can still be improved especially in data used and execution process for each approach. 
© 2017 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved. 
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Software engineering is not just programming and software de-
velopment. Software engineering itself is an implementation of en-
gineering procedures in the development of any software in a sys-
tematic way [1] . Within a software development process, software
testing consumes a longer time in execution and can be the most
expensive phase [2] . Software testing itself is normally, repetitively,
carried out even when there are time constraint and ﬁxed re-
sources. Software engineering groups are regularly compelled to
end their testing activities because of ﬁnancial and time necessi-
ties, which will trigger some diﬃculties such as problems with the
software quality and client agreement. However, the application of
test case prioritization (TCP) appears to enhance test viability in
software testing activity [3] . ∗ Corresponding author. 
E-mail addresses: kmuhammad4@live.utm.my , fkmuhammad4@gmail.com (M. 
Khatibsyarbini). 
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0950-5849/© 2017 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved. Regression testing is an activity to conﬁrm that progressions do
ot harm the previously functioning software [4,5] . As the software
volves, a software test suite has the tendency to increase in size
hich frequently makes it expensive to execute. Research shows
egression testing is an expensive process which may require more
han 33% of the cumulative expenses of the software [6] . In the
ork of Yoo and Harman [7] , various regression test approaches
ere examined to supplement the importance of the accumulated
est suite in regression testing. Those studies were then classiﬁed
nto three domains; minimization, selection, and prioritization. 
Test suite minimization (TSM) approaches intend to distinguish
epetitive experiments and to eliminate test cases from a test suite
xecution with a speciﬁc goal such as to decrease the number of
ests to run [8] . Minimization is sometimes called ‘test suite reduc-
ion’, meaning the elimination of test cases are permanent. 
Test case selection (TCS) approach also aims to decrease the
umber of test cases to be executed, however, the main idea of
election approach is that it is intended to be modiﬁcation-aware
9] . TCS tries to recognize the test cases which would be important
o the latest changes on a software. 
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Table 1 
Regression test approaches. 
Component Regression test approach 
Minimization Selection Prioritization 
Strategy Eliminate test case. Modiﬁcation- aware test case. Test case permutation by ordering and prioritizing. 
Strength Effective in reducing test cases. Effective in selecting modiﬁcation-aware test cases. Useful when new test cases will always be 
considered in the test case permutation. 
Limitation Test cases are not modiﬁcation-aware. New test cases might be missed out in the temporary 
selection that is modiﬁcation-aware. 
Time-consuming, larger test suite. 
Table 2 
Summary of related studies in regression testing. 
Study type Study references Study focus Year of publication Total studies reviewed Years covered 
SLR Singh et al. [13] Test Case Prioritization 2012 65 1997–2011 
Mapping Catal and Mishra [14] Test Case Prioritization 2013 120 2001–2011 
Surveys Yoo and Harman [7] Regression Testing 2012 159 1977–2009 
Kumar and Singh [15] Literature Survey on TCP 2014 19 NA 
Kiran and Chandraprakash [16] Literature Survey on TCP 2015 90 NA 
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I  Lastly, test case prioritization (TCP) aims to order a set of test
ases to achieve an early optimization based on preferred proper-
ies [3,10] . It gives an approach the ability to execute highly sig-
iﬁcant test cases ﬁrst according to some measure, and produce
he desired outcome, such as revealing faults earlier and providing
eedback to the testers. It also helps to ﬁnd the ideal permutation
f a series of test cases and could be executed accordingly [7] . 
Table 1 shows a general comparison of three approaches in
egression testing. Test case minimization reduces the test case
mount in a set of test suite continuously while selection tech-
ique performs a temporary selection of several test cases which
elated are to modiﬁcation awareness. From selective selection, im-
ortant test cases might be missed out from the test suite. These
est cases could possibly contain an important priority that needs
o be executed to reveal certain faults. In test case prioritization,
very single test case including new test cases that are added into
resent test suite execution will be considered in prioritization.
his is crucial as new test cases will be executed to test a mod-
ﬁed part of the software, hence, any abnormalities in the func-
ional output could easily be observed. 
Despite the fact that there are numerous TCP approaches in
he literature, there are no latest progressive literature reviews
hich illustrate recent TCP importance in software testing re-
earch. Therefore, this review attempts to perform a systematic lit-
rature review (SLR) on the latest TCP approaches as proposed by
itchenham [11] . SLR is a specialized, uncompromising, study of
esearch evidence [12] . The point of an SLR is not to simply sum-
arize all current proofs based on research questions, it is also
xpected to bolster the improvement of evidence-based research
ecommendations for researchers. 
This systematic literature review is structured as follows.
ection 2 considers the previous studies related to TCP approaches.
ection 3 describes the strategy embraced to direct this SLR. Next,
esult and discussion based on the research questions were dis-
ussed in Section 4 . Research ﬁndings were then elaborated in
ection 5 . In Section 6 , the threat of validity to this SLR was dis-
ussed. Finally, Section 7 presents conclusion with regard to this
ystematic literature review. 
. Background studies of test case prioritization 
This section will discuss the previous studies that are related
o TCP in regression testing. There were a few systematic reviews
riginated under the regression test case prioritization techniques
omain. From the literature gathered, the authors collated one SLR,ne mapping study, and three survey studies that are related to
egression testing and TCP, as tabulated in Table 2 . 
The only SLR, work by Singh [13] , offered a systematic review
n regression test case prioritization study covering the time pe-
iod from 1997 to 2011. In their work, from 65 studies, 49 were
dentiﬁed to initiate a different approach, two on augmentation of
rior studies, and 14 on analyzing back earlier testiﬁed study re-
ults. The SLR also analyzed and identiﬁed about eight broad prior-
tization approaches. These approaches include; genetic-based, cov-
rage, requirement, modiﬁcation, history, fault, composite, and oth-
rs which include several approaches. The SLR concludes that even
s there were different kinds of approaches, the main objective of
CP in regression testing remains the same, which is to increase
ault detection. 
On the other hand, in the work of [14] , the authors presented
 systematic mapping in test case prioritization with a speciﬁc fo-
us on TCP studies. It covered the time period between 2001 and
011. A majority of the reviews recorded in their work were about
he approval of different looks into TCP and solution recommen-
ations. The results are the same as reported in the previous SLR
ith a similar inadequacy. The authors manage to identify 16 stud-
es out of 120, which correlated with the strength and weakness
f some prioritization techniques. To locate the ﬁnest prioritization
ethod, additional reviews on the analysis of prioritization sys-
ems are needed to be done as different approaches are constantly
eing produced. 
In addition to this SLR and one mapping study, there is one sig-
iﬁcant survey in regression testing domain and two minor sur-
eys. The ﬁrst signiﬁcant survey is by Yoo and Harman [7] , fo-
using on regression testing area which includes test suite min-
mization (TSM), test case selection (TCS), and test case prioriti-
ation (TCP). For TCP, they classiﬁed the current state-of-the-art
pproaches into several categories. Those approaches were clas-
iﬁed based on requirement, model, coverage covered, historical
ata, probabilistic calculation, cost awareness, and others which in-
lude several minor approaches. The authors analyzed 159 stud-
es covering the time period between 1977 and 2007. The authors
lso mentioned that experimental designs and evaluations process
ere still not harmonized but it is getting the attention of some
esearchers lately. In the ﬁrst minor survey [15] , which only an-
lyzed 19 studies and only focused on coverage-based technique
nd cost-effective technique. The authors of the survey suggested
hat having a new technique applied during the early stages of
oftware development life cycle may signiﬁcantly reduce develop-
ent cost. The next minor survey [16] , identiﬁed 90 papers from
EEE publication which summarized that there is a need to have
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Table 3 
Summary of ﬁndings by related studies. 
Study references Covered ﬁndings Similar ﬁndings compared to this SLR Uncovered ﬁndings added into this SLR 
Singh et al. [13] - Empirical evidence for several TCP 
approaches (8 main approaches) 
- Gaps regarding usage of tools, metrics, 
and artifact used 
- Empirical evidence for TCP 
approaches 
- Gaps regarding usage evaluation 
metrics 
- Empirical evidence for other recent TCP 
approaches 
- Gaps regarding usage of artifacts on TCP 
approach 
Catal and Mishra [14] - Trends in TCP approaches 
- Trends of TCP publication 
- Trends of metric and dataset used in TCP 
- Trends in TCP approaches 
- Trends of metric used 
- Reasons behind the trends of each TCP 
approaches 
- Reasons behind the uses of evaluation 
metric 
Yoo and Harman [7] - Overall overview for regression testing 
(TCP, TSM, TCS) 
- Detailed overview of several popular 
approaches in TCP (4 approaches) 
- Type of evaluation metric used in TCP 
- Detailed overview of TCP approaches 
- Type of evaluation metric used in TCP 
- Detailed overview of other recent popular 
TCP approaches 
- Uncovered evaluation metric available 
with its reasons of creations 
Kumar and Singh [15] - Overview on two TCP approaches 
(coverage and cost oriented) 
- Detailed overview of TCP approaches - Detailed overview of other recent popular 
TCP approaches 
Kiran and Chandraprakash [16] - Overall overview for regression testing 
(TCP) 
- List of several TCP techniques, strategies, 
metrics, and algorithm 
- Overview of TCP approaches 
(included techniques, strategies and 
algorithm used) 
- Detailed overview of other recent popular 
TCP approaches 
- Reasons behind the uses of evaluation 
metric 
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c  an understanding of cost components and the advantages of hav-
ing different parameters that could be taken into account. To sum-
marize the background studies in previous related works, Table 3
shows the summary of ﬁndings in related studies in comparison to
this SLR paper. 
From Table 3 , it can be seen that only one study provides an
empirical evidence for some TCP approaches, while other studies
only provide an overview of some approaches. Therefore, there is
an incomplete detailed overview such as the reasons behind the
trends regarding some TCP approaches, which need to be covered.
It also can be noticed that most of the works only summarize the
number of usage for each evaluation metric, but did not include in-
depth discussions. Work by Singh [13] covered evaluation metrics
but the gaps regarding usage of artifacts on speciﬁc TCP approach
were not well discussed. In short, there are several uncovered ﬁnd-
ings that can be added to the current SLR work. 
3. Research method 
With a speciﬁc end goal, a structured method to perform this
SLR, as shown in Fig. 1 , was implemented in order to examine
the studies that are related to TCP. The systematic and structured
method was inspired by Kitchenham [11,12] and Achimugu [17] . 
Referring to Fig. 1 , there are ﬁve main phases within the re-
view protocol, itemized as follows. Research Question, Selection
of Repositories, Search Strategy, Study Selection, and Data Synthe-
sis and Extraction. In the ﬁrst phase, four main research ques-
tions were generated to answer the main aim of this paper review.
Next, selection of relevant repositories was performed. This is fol-
lowed by employing a search strategy comprising specifying search
strings and search process, which were planned based on the artic-
ulated research questions. The output of the search stage was then
moved into the study selection phase. In this phase, the outcome
of the search process underwent inclusion and exclusion criteria
scrutiny to extract relevant studies. Quality assessments were then
applied to evaluate the scrutinized studies further. Finally, the last
phase dealt with data synthesis and extraction of primary studies
utilized for this SLR. 
3.1. Research questions and their motivations 
This SLR aims to comprehend and review recent experimental
evidence with respect to the most recent prioritization approaches
in TCP area for further investigation, keeping in mind the end goal
is to improvise the ability of present approaches. At the same time,he authors wish to review the empirical evaluations used in each
eviewed approach. To accomplish this goal, four research ques-
ions with respective motivations were articulated as presented in
able 4 . 
All these research questions, that frame the reason for under-
aking this research are relatively connected and concurrently ex-
lored. These research questions are used to answer the extra ﬁnd-
ngs that will be covered in this SLR, as tabulated in Table 3 . To be
lear, Table 5 maps each research question to its respective extra
nding and the ﬁnding’s signiﬁcance. 
From Table 5 , each RQ answers some uncovered ﬁndings from
revious works, except for RQ 3. For each RQ, the questions are not
nly designed to answer the uncovered ﬁndings, but they are used
o cover some extra ﬁndings that can be added to this SLR study.
he signiﬁcance of the ﬁndings for each RQ has also been detailed
ut as a guidance to achieve the goal of this SLR study. 
.2. Study strategy 
A study strategy is crucial in every SLR to guarantee the broad-
ess of the selected studies. The value of the SLR is generally re-
lized according to the selected primary studies. Strategy for this
eview depended on these three stages: 
a) Literature repository selection 
b) Search string identiﬁcation 
c) Study selection process 
.3. Literature repository selection 
The authors initiated this selection process by entering ‘Test
ase Prioritization’ as search strings with the exact phrase on
oogle Scholar database. This database returns 2760 of studies
vailable. From the search result, the authors identiﬁed several
opular repositories in TCP research area and decided to gather the
rimary studies originated from recognized repositories. The cho-
en repositories are: 
a) IEEE Xplore 
b) ACM Digital Library 
c) Science Direct (Elsevier only) 
d) Wiley Online Library 
e) Springer 
The justiﬁcation behind the selection of these online databases
s that IEEE Xplore offers a number of important conference arti-
les and symposium articles, while ACM Digital Library provides
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Fig. 1. Phases of review protocol. 
Table 4 
Research questions and their motivations. 
Research questions RQ statement Motivation 
RQ 1 What are the taxonomies of test case 
prioritization in regression testing? 
RQ 1.1 What is the research trend of TCP 
techniques in regression testing? 
These research questions focus on 
characterizing the current domain of test 
case prioritization. The reason is to know 
the development of TCP in regression 
testing throughout the past years. 
RQ 1.2 What are the distributions of approaches in 
TCP techniques? 
RQ 2 What are the differences in terms of 
approaches for each TCP technique? 
RQ 2.1 What are the descriptions, strength, and 
limitations of existing prioritization 
approaches? 
The knowledge of differences in approaches 
is necessary to give a glimpse on how 
each prioritization approach functions, 
while the strength and weakness serve 
as the basis for improvement. 
RQ 2.2 How were these approaches applied and 
how did they affect TCP results? 
RQ 3 What are the processes involved in TCP in 
regression testing? 
This research question can also help to 
illustrate the basic process of TCP 
execution in all different approaches. 
RQ 4 What are the evaluation metrics and 
suitable types of artifacts involved in TCP 
with the reasons for their creation? 
This research question helps other 
researchers to choose which evaluation 
metric is suitable for their controlled 
experiment or case study. 
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l  ore articles from workshops used for the primary studies. The
emaining repositories are equally important as they host journal
rticles that are related to test case prioritization. There are also
mportant journals extracted from IEEE Xplore and ACM Digital
ibrary. 
.4. Search string identiﬁcation 
SLR is a well-known review technique for reviewing the litera-
ure with an extensive search aspect of the subject in the discus-ion from all relevant sources. Therefore, a systemic method to for-
ulate search keywords in this SLR consists of the following steps:
a) Determination of signiﬁcant terms based on RQs. 
b) Determination of equivalent words for signiﬁcant terms. 
c) Determination of keywords in applicable studies. 
d) Usage of the Boolean ‘OR’ and ‘AND’ operators as an alternative
link between terms. 
As the focus is to examine related studies in regression testing,
CP area to be precise, the results from previous studies are uti-
ized in order to determine signiﬁcant studies. The authors inten-
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Table 5 
Mapping of research questions to uncovered ﬁnding with its signiﬁcance. 
Research questions Uncovered ﬁndings answered Extra ﬁndings Signiﬁcance of the ﬁndings 
RQ 1 Reasons behind the trends of each TCP 
approaches 
Distributions of approaches in TCP 
techniques and its logic 
To provide insights in the development 
of TCP in regression testing within 
the recent trends. 
RQ 2 A detailed overview of other recent 
popular TCP approaches 
Empirical evidence for other recent TCP 
approaches 
The strength and limitations of existing 
prioritization approaches 
To provide a glimpse of how each 
prioritization approach functions, and 
serve information for improvement 
RQ 3 – Processes involved in TCP To illustrate the basic process of TCP 
execution for improvement 
RQ 4 An uncovered evaluation metric available 
with its reasons of creations 
Gaps regarding the usage of artifacts on TCP 
approach 
Metric most likely used for speciﬁc TCP 
approach 
Information of available evaluation 
metrics and artifacts with the 
reasons of creation and relation to a 
speciﬁc TCP approach 
Fig. 2. Search strings for selecting studies from all repositories. 
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T  tionally used test case prioritization as the exact phrase in most of
the search queries since there are numerous research works that
are related to testing test cases in regression testing. 
As illustrated in Fig. 2 , different search strings were used in
each repository. With a speciﬁc goal to retrieve conceivable signiﬁ-
cant reviews, the authors utilized these terms: “test prioritization”,
“regression testing”, “test case prioritization”, and “regression test
prioritization”. It ought to be noticed that if the authors utilized
an exact phrase such as “test prioritization” alone, it will return an
excessive number of unimportant reviews. Due to this, ‘AND’ oper-
ator was used to link “test prioritization” phrase and “test case pri-
oritization” phrase to incorporate them into an alternative search
term. As a result, quite a number of relevant studies were extracted
w  rom the combination of the phrases. To reﬁne search outcomes,
he authors used ‘OR’ operator for the phrases that appear in doc-
ment titles and author keywords. The range of years published
as set starting from 1999 until 2016. 
.5. Study selection process 
As mentioned in the previous section, SLR requires to be con-
ucted in an appropriate manner in order to produce a high impact
eview to the research domain itself. The SLR search process was
nitiated during the selection of the repositories. The ﬁrst process
as to identify several popular repositories in TCP research area.
he next stage was a search stage, where, an exhaustive search
as performed on all six selected repositories and all the prospec-
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Fig. 3. Search and selection process. 
Table 6 
Inclusion and exclusion criteria. 
Inclusion criteria Exclusion criteria 
English as publication language Non-English as publication language 
Paper focusing on test case prioritization approaches Paper does not have any relation with TCP approaches 
Paper with complete bibliographic information from 1999 to 2016 Paper without bibliographic information 
Paper is able to correspond to at least one research question Identical studies (latest paper is included) 
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Table 7 
Quality assessment questions. 
No Question 
1 Were the research objectives stated precisely? 
2 Were the planned approaches stated clearly? 
3 Was the experimental strategy appropriately designed? 
4 Did the experiment apply on a case study or a controlled experiment? 
5 Does the exploration enhance the scholarly world? 
e  
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T  ive papers were assembled together to ease the selection process.
hen, all the prospective papers underwent a selection stage in or-
er to choose for relevant papers that were going to be used in the
rimary studies. Fig. 3 illustrates the search and selection process
onducted for this SLR. 
From Fig. 3 , 707 potential studies were identiﬁed from the
earch stage. To narrow down on the number of the papers to
e reviewed, all the prospective studies were required to be justi-
ed to get the most signiﬁcant studies. First of all, the prospective
tudies were required to go through inclusion and exclusion crite-
ia. This process was essential to remove duplicates and unrelated
tudies. A detailed overview of the inclusion and exclusion crite-
ia utilized for scrutiny is shown in Table 6 . The ﬁrst criteria to
e satisﬁed were papers printed and issued in English only will be
hosen. Studies that were not available in English were removed.
hen, their abstract was brieﬂy studied. The paper that does not
ave any association with research questions were excluded from
he major studies list. For duplicated papers that appeared in dif-
erent copies, the most recent ones would be the most completed
nd improved copies. They were selected while the others were
emoved. 
After the inclusion and exclusion stage, quality assessment was
pplied. The quality evaluation of the chosen studies was accom-
lished by utilizing a weighting approach to examine signiﬁcant
tudies that are adequate enough to answer all the RQs. The au-
hors articulated ﬁve assessment questions shown in Table 7 to
p  valuate the comprehensiveness, reliability, and applicability of
he nominated papers. Three optional answers with their respec-
ive score were given for each question: “Yes”=1, “Partly”=0.5,
nd “No”=0. Subsequently, various papers were rejected from this
uality assessment. Consequently, only 80 papers were chosen for
he primary studies. The total scores of these chosen studies is por-
rayed in Table A1 in Appendix area. 
Upon the completion of this selection stage, 80 studies were
dentiﬁed to manifest the capability to answer all of the research
uestions derived earlier. 
.6. Data synthesis and extraction method 
The principle of data synthesis is to simplify evidence presen-
ation from the nominated papers to ease data extraction process.
his is in order to answer all of the research questions. 80 selected
rimary studies underwent an additional inspection with respect
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Table 8 
Contents assessment measures. 
Nominated paper Description 
Paper references Paper title, publication year, and sources 
Type of paper Journal article, conference proceeding, symposiums, and workshop 
Paper focus Main ideas, complications, inspiration and purposes 
Research methodology Case study, experimentation, reviews, and literature surveys 
Application domain Depiction of the speciﬁc situation 
Constraints Study’s limitations for future improvement 
Table 9 
Data collection for research questions framed. 
Research questions (RQs) Type of data extracted 
RQ 1 RQ 1.1 Types of regression testing techniques, studies, 
and bibliographic references. 
RQ 1.2 Types of TCP approaches solution types used to 
conduct the techniques. 
RQ 2 RQ 2.1 Brief description and test purpose of each 
approach, formal hypothesis, test strategy, 
threats to validity. 
RQ 2.2 Formal hypothesis, advantages, and a threat to 
validity. 
RQ 3 Tool/environment for experimental setup, data 
collection method, process, and evidence 
type or measure for the effectiveness of TCP 
approaches. 
RQ 4 Evaluation metrics and software artifact type. 
Fig. 4. Percentage of collated studies. 
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p  to the content assessment measures as shown in Table 8 to deter-
mine the speciﬁed matters for each paper. 
The point of this measure is to synchronize the primary studies
and enhance the assessed papers for clarity. This will help for the
purpose of data extraction from papers which response exactly to
the research questions. Brief important types of data showing the
mapping of synthesized data to research questions are shown in
Table 9 below. 
4. Result and discussion 
This section outlines the results with respect to the research
questions. The summary of the primary studies was presented ﬁrst,
followed by each research question, answered in different sub-
section. 
4.1. Overview of primary studies 
80 primary studies in total were nominated for this review.
From the primary studies, there were 44 journal articles, 26 con-
ference papers, ﬁve workshop articles, and ﬁve symposium articles.
The percentages of the collated studies are presented in Fig. 4 , and
the total papers issued per year are presented in Fig. 5 . As for the
overviews of the primary studies, the information is tabulated in
Table A2 in Appendix section. .2. What is the research trend of TCP techniques in regression 
esting? (RQ 1.1) 
As prioritization on test cases had only gone through test case
election in early studies [3] , TCP was then suggested and assessed
n a broader context. The ﬁrst aspect of RQ1 was to determine the
urrent trend of TCP techniques’ studies. Referring to Fig. 5 , the
umber of papers published through the year shows a positive in-
rement beginning from 1999 until 2016. It can be concluded that
CP has been recognized as an important element in regression
esting among researchers. 
In real world scenarios, it is quite hard to realize which tests
ill actually detect faults. Hence, that is why test case prioriti-
ation approach needs to have other approach backups, expecting
hat a certain number of backup approaches will end in boosting
ault discovery in different ways. There are many test case priori-
ization approaches which have been proposed by researchers. As
any as eight broad approaches were described by Singh [15] . All
hese TCP techniques approaches were originally grouped based
n some commonalities such as phases selected, available re-
ources (requirement, test cases), and desired output (time execu-
ion, APFD). For example, Requirement-based TCP can be initiated
uring or at the end of requirement phase, by using the require-
ent resource itself. Fig. 6 , shows other discovered approaches. 
As shown in Fig. 6 , the authors grouped the TCP approaches
nto seven main dimensions, which seem to be popular among re-
earchers. These categories are reported in recent mapping stud-
es and they have various common characteristics [14] . However,
he authors combined some approaches under ‘others-based’ di-
ension, which were not really popular among researchers includ-
ng topic model based [18] , multi-criteria based [19,20] , workﬂow
ased [21] and others [22–24] . Each approach presents different
rocess and dataset in performing regression testing. 
.3. What are the distributions of approaches in TCP techniques? (RQ 
.2) 
The second aspect of RQ1 is related to TCP techniques cate-
ories that have been proposed by previous researchers. The distri-
utions for each approach are depicted in Fig. 7 , while Fig. 8 shows
he most utilized approaches. The list of citations for each discov-
red TCP approach is tabulated in Table A3 in Appendix section. 
The results showed that search-based TCP is the most utilized
ethod among the collated studies. It was used in 25% of the stud-
es. Within search-based TCP itself, there were several algorithms
sed including Genetic Algorithm (GA) [25–33] , Greedy [34,35] ,
nt-Colony [36–38] , String Distance [39] and others [40,41] . Sev-
ral observations are noted for artiﬁcial intelligence (AI) utiliza-
ion. First, there are many publications on AI application and it
s used in solving different problems contexts. Second, empirical
ata is easily available for AI experimental setup. This encourages
esearcher in executing and compiling results using search-based
pproach. 
The second largest portion of the reported approach in the
rimary studies is coverage-based TCP with an 18% distribution
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Fig. 5. Number of papers published per year. 
Fig. 6. The taxonomy of TCP. 
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u  3,29,42–4 9,4 9–52] . Coverage-based TCP was the ﬁrst proposed ap-
roach that resulted in high utilization until this day. Coverage-
ased TCP’s main idea is to cover a 100% coverage of the system
uring regression testing, which logically will detect all possible
aults within the system. However, to gain a 100% coverage, there
s a time cost that needs to be considered, as testing execution
ime will be dragged and more resources will be required. This is
he motivation that has led more publications on coverage based
o improve it from time and resource-related costs aspects. t  Fault-based TCP comes as the third most utilized approach re-
orted in the primary studies [53–60] . The authors believe this ap-
roach hit quite a number of publication since fault-based priori-
ization approach was mentioned by Rothermel [3] , in their work
n TCP. The fault-based approach is able to construct a speciﬁc test
uite that aims to detect the exactly estimated faults [58] , which
ay ease researchers to target on faults that should be detected. 
Requirement-based and history-based TCP share fourth most
tilized approach in TCP studies with a 9% distribution respec-
ively. From the primary studies, requirement-based TCP as ap-
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Fig. 7. Percentages of collated studies approaches. 
Fig. 8. Most utilized approaches. 
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p  peared in [52,61–67] utilize requirements information to prioritize
test cases. A system is built based on its requirements. Therefore,
by using the requirements information, it may possibly aid to clas-
sify several crucial test cases more than just by using code-related
data. This statement may have been the factor for a requirement-
based approach to be considered. On the other hand, history-based
TCP appeared in [38,68–73] , which utilize previous data or histori-
cal data in order to prioritize test cases. Based on the observation
in the primary studies, history-based utilization factors has to do
with its data that are easily available for any search-based experi-
mental setup. 
Risk-based TCP were reported with a 7% distribution in the pri-
mary studies, which appeared in [65,66,74–77] . They can be placed
under two categories, either requirement risk or model risk. For
requirement related risks, they used requirement to calculate their
risk index for each requirement, while for model related risks, theyalculated risk for each node in a model diagram (i.e. activity dia-
ram, state transition diagram, etc.) and prioritize test cases based
n these calculated risks. On top of that, Bayesian Network-based
CP appeared in [78–81] , which is almost similar to model-based
CP, with a 5% distribution in the primary studies. Instead of using
he model information only, Bayesian Network-based TCP foresees
he possibility of each test case to discover any error by means of
ifferent accessible data [81] . 
For others-based TCP which did not seem to be popular, they
ere available in the literature, in the quantity of four or fewer.
s mentioned before, the authors combined all these approaches
nder others-based TCP which are not really popular among the
esearchers such as cost-effective based [60,73,82] , topic model
ased [18] , multi-criteria based [19,20] , workﬂow based [21] , and
thers [22–24] . The authors also tabulated all the number of the
apers for each approach depicted in Fig. 8 . It shows the hierarchy
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Table 10 
Overviews of TCP approaches. 
Approaches Description 
Search-based - Search based approach can vary in terms of implementation 
- For example, Greedy algorithm was found highly related to coverage-based objective [35,45] 
- The application of AI strategy may differ, based on the selected test suite, input criteria, ﬁtness 
function, and others 
Coverage-based - This approach is a fundamental testing approach and inspects the code directly [43] 
- Code, statement, branch, or function coverage lies within two main categories: total and additional 
coverage [7,45] 
Fault-based - Fault-based prioritization approach was initially mentioned by Rothermel [3] 
- Fault-based strategies produce a sequence of test cases to detect targeted faults [58] , which may ease 
researchers to have a target on which faults that should be detected 
Requirement-based - Requirement-based utilizes requirements information during requirement elicitation such as 
customer priority, error prone value, volatility value, and execution diﬃculties for prioritization criteria 
[61,67] 
History-based - History-based uses history data as an input to execute test case prioritization 
- Based on the observation in the primary studies, history-based utilization factors has to do with its 
data that is easily available for any search-based experimental setup 
Risk-based - This approach is mainly used in a project that typically concerns on risk values related to the 
software to be developed [61] 
- Based on the primary studies, risks can be calculated from requirement itself and system model 
Bayesian-Network-based - Utilization of Bayesian Networks foresees the possibility of error to be discovered in every single test 
case by the means of different accessible data [81] 
Cost-Effective-based - Cost-aware test case prioritization technique was reported by Huang [73] , which integrates historical 
data to reduce testing cost 
Topic-Model-based - Technique that uses linguistic data such as identiﬁer markers, remarks, and string literals to help 
differentiate their functionality [18] 
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b  f the most utilized approaches in TCP and within it, search-based
nd others based approaches were separated into their respective
ategory for easier analysis. 
.4. What are the descriptions, strength, and weakness of present 
rioritization approaches? (RQ 2.1) 
The overview of description for each TCP approach as illus-
rated in Fig. 7 is listed in Table 10 . The overview of these ap-
roaches are important, as it allows researchers to gain insights
n how each prioritization approach works. However, for strength
nd limitations of each approach in TCP, they are detailed out in
able A4 in Appendix section. The overviews of these strengths and
eaknesses serve as a motivation for researchers to look for a po-
ential research area that can be focused on, in the future. 
.5. How were these approaches applied and affect TCP results? (RQ 
.2) 
In order to answer this question, the primary studies were ex-
mined deeper into their experimental setup and results. For each
pproach, the authors elaborated certain work to give a view on
ow the approaches were applied and their effect on the TCP pro-
ess. The next sub-sections will discuss each approach. 
.5.1. Coverage-based TCP 
This approach is a fundamental testing approach which inspects
he code directly [43] . The fundamental measures such as func-
ion, branch, and statement were the most widely used criteria
n coverage approach [45] . All of the criteria were evaluated and
an be categorized into two main coverage-based prioritization ap-
roaches [7] . Those coverage based are total and additional cover-
ge based. 
The total coverage approach organizes the test cases which
anage to cover the most portions of the system accordingly by
he mean of some preferred criterion. In the event that the test
ases bear a similar coverage area, the conﬂict will be resolved
rbitrarily. While for additional coverage approach, the main idea
f this approach is to attain a complete coverage earlier. There-
ore, this approach differs from the ﬁrst highest coverage test case.he next test cases will consider the highest coverage of uncovered
ode or statement. 
.5.2. Requirement-based TCP 
A system is built based on its requirements, therefore, by using
he requirements information it may possibly aid to classify sev-
ral crucial test cases more than just by using code-related data.
he work in [67] , assumes that prioritization of requirements for
est (PORT) is a process of establishing the value of importance of
 software requirement. Evaluation of PORT is based on four crit-
cal factors: client priority, error prone value, volatility value, and
xecution diﬃculties. Recent study by Srikanth [61] , reported that
 combination of two or more factors may produce a better result
han a single factor prioritization in terms of testing effectiveness. 
The work in [62] , proposed a prioritization algorithm based on
raceability, completeness, the impact of a fault in requirements,
hanges in requirements, customer priority, and developers views.
he approach was claimed to yield a better result in term of fault
etection rate in correlation with randomly ordered approaches. A
rioritization approach that uses static data and requires a precise
apping from discrete test case may not be reliable. 
.5.3. Search-based TCP 
Search-based prioritization approach has quite a number of im-
lementation algorithms such as Genetic Algorithm (GA) [25–32] ,
reedy [34,35] , Ant-Colony [36–38] , String Distance [39] and oth-
rs [40,41] . Experiment by Li [35] stated that GA application ap-
roach works poorer when compared to a greedy algorithm on
omputer-generated data. However, the application of a search-
ased algorithm may differ, based on the selected test suite, in-
ut criteria, ﬁtness function, and others. While the collected re-
ult showed the major beneﬁt of GA application in TCP approaches,
here are certain disadvantages that exist, such as, execution time
s a vast anxiety for GA applications and they are typically slow in
he process of completion [28] . 
.5.4. Risk-based TCP 
Risk-based prioritization approach was mainly used in a project
hat typically concerns on risk-related values with the software to
e developed [61] . Due to its prominence and practicality, some
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Fig. 9. Standard ﬂow of TCP technique. 
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e  researchers used requirements risk information in TCP process
to categorize crucial test cases that were expected to distinguish
the faults related to the system’s risks [66,75] . The work of Het-
tiarachchi [65] proposed ﬁve main steps to prioritize test cases by
using requirement risks values. Requirements priorities and risk
values were calculated within the ﬁrst four steps, while the test
case prioritization process only started upon obtaining the result
from the ﬁrst four steps. It claims to have the ability to detect
faults earlier since it is capable of being executed prior to code
availability. 
4.5.5. Fault-based TCP 
Fault-based strategies try to produce a sequence of test cases to
detect certainly targeted faults According to Rothermel [3] , a spe-
ciﬁc fault can be revealed when executing a particular statement.
There are also possibilities that the particular statement can reveal
other error in other test cases. In fault-based prioritization demon-
strated by Yu and Lau [59] , they proposed Fault Adequate Test size
(FATE) focusing in the speciﬁcation. FATE is an effectiveness met-
ric used to determine the size of the minimal fault adequate sub-
set. FATE values range between 0 and n. The lower the FATE, the
higher is the chance of detection of all aimed faults. Their test case
prioritization can be implemented before the code information is
available. 
4.5.6. History-based TCP 
History-based prioritization uses history data as an input to ex-
ecute test case prioritization. Work presented by Khalilian [71] ,
claimed that their improved method in prioritizing test cases by
including historical test data manage to accelerate fault detection
rate. The improved method is an extension of the existing history-
based TCP approach put forward by Kim and Porter [72] . Their
suggested work analyzes the weight for each test case by utiliz-
ing history data including the count of executions which revealed
a fault. This proposed technique was measured using AFPDc utiliz-
ing Siemens suite and Space programs. Their technique showed an
improvement over their previous method of performing selection
probability calculation. It is agreed that historical based is an ef-
fective TCP approach, however, there are some limitations to this
approach, including limited historic information availability and a
small number of defect information. 
4.5.7. Bayesian-Network-based TCP 
For Bayesian-Network-based (BN) approach, a Bayesian Net-
work’s model foresees the possibility of each test case to discover
any error by means of different accessible data [80] . Work pre-
sented by Mirarab and Tahvildari [80] , proposed a BN approach
by addressing three TCP diﬃculties: (1) determining the different
collection of proof from the coding part, (2) incorporating all the
data into a sole BN model, and (3) utilizing probabilistic interpre-
tation to assess the possibility of accomplishment. As the results,
this case study claimed to perform better than a random tech-
nique. However, standard execution of BN is not at the ﬁnest as
error-prone data are not included and does not take advantage of
any feedback. 
4.5.8. Cost-aware-based TCP 
A cost-aware-based test case prioritization technique was re-
ported by Huang [73] . In their proposed work, Modiﬁed Cost-
Cognizant Test Case Prioritization (MCCTCP) was utilized to esti-
mate the units of faults discovered per unit testing rate by utiliz-
ing Genetic Algorithm (GA). Their experimental setup was imple-
mented on ﬂex and sed UNIX utility programs. They compared their
techniques against random, optimal, historical fault, time-aware,otal functional coverage, and cost cognizant total function cover-
ge. Their prioritization was claimed to have a better value in av-
rage fault detection rate if the number of generations of software
ode is higher. 
.6. What are the processes involved in TCP? (RQ 3) 
Software engineering highly concerns on how the engineering
rocesses are applied to software development in a systematic
ay. Therefore, it is necessary to have this RQ to be investigated.
n order to answer this question, the primary studies were exam-
ned further into their experiment ﬂow. Every experiment should
ave their own process, however, in this SLR, processes involved
n TCP are only highlighted from several studies. The reason be-
ind this is because, numerous works exhibit similar process ﬂow,
ith the only notable difference in terms of the addition of one ex-
ra step to an existing process ﬂow. From the primary studies, the
uthors determine 19 processes proposed by several researchers.
ll these 19 works were selected as their processes were clearly
resented. There were also other clearly stated processes in other
tudies, but they were not covered by the RQ’s. Each of the pro-
ess is detailed out in Table A5 in Appendix section. Based on the
9 processes realized, the authors illustrate the basic ﬂow of TCP
rocess as shown in Fig 9 . 
As shown in Fig 9 , TCP process starts with the preparation of
argeted data. Even though there is no single paper stating clearly
hat the TCP process starts with the preparation of data, it is com-
ulsory for any experiment or research to identify which infor-
ation or data that will be used. The data or information in TCP
an be in the form of requirement statement, system models, and
ource code. The process is followed by, determining and calculat-
ng prioritization criteria or dependency based on the data cho-
en. From the primary studies, Bryce [49] and Eghbali [41] deter-
ine, ﬁrst, the test cases that have most coverage and which are
nique in coverage-based approach. While in risk-based approach
n [65,66,74] , the risk value related to each test case was deﬁned
nd calculated before any prioritization was performed. After prior-
tization criteria determination stage, next is prioritization process.
est case prioritization activity can only be started after the crite-
ia have been determined or measured. As in requirement based
pproach in [61,67] , prioritization of test cases start after the re-
uirement criteria such as customer priority is determined and cal-
ulated. In the work of Ma [63] and Wang [56] , TCP process can
e repetitive until all requirements, test cases, or prescribed faults
re fully covered or satisﬁed. Finally, the result is monitored and
he performance of a complete TCP process is measured. However,
ach approach may start this process in a different timeline within
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Fig. 10. TCP evaluation metrics type. 
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Fig. 11. TCP related artifact assessed. 
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C   project schedule based on its chosen data. For requirement state-
ent data, TCP can start during or right after requirement phase.
or system models’ data, it starts right after the design phase is
ompleted and source code needs to wait until it is available. 
.7. What is the evaluation metric used in TCP along with the 
oftware artifact? (RQ 4) 
To answer this research question, this section is divided into
wo sub-sections, comprising evaluation metric and software arti-
act sub-sections, with the relationship among them. 
.7.1. Evaluation metrics 
It is essential for any approaches proposed in test case priori-
ization to perform metric measurement to assess their effective-
ess. Evaluation metric is important to measure the eﬃcacy of any
roposed TCP approaches in prioritizing test cases and to bench-
ark its effectiveness against other existing approaches. Fig. 10 il-
ustrates current widely utilized evaluation metrics in TCP area. 
From Fig. 10 , it shows that the most widely used metric is APFD
ith a 51% distribution, followed by Coverage Effectiveness (CE)
0%, APFDc (APFD with cost consideration) 9%, time execution 7%,
nd others 23%. Average Percentage of Faults Detected (APFD) is
vidently the most utilized metric favored by researchers in the
rimary studies. This metric was originally introduced by [3] in
arly TCP research, and later used massively by other researchers
18,19,21,23–32,36,37,39,42–52,62,63,65–67,74,75,82–88] . APFD is a 
etric used to quantify on how quick an arranged and optimized
est suite can discover defects [3,89] . The result of APFD ranges
rom zero to 100, where a greater value indicates a better fault
evealing rate. From this metric, researchers have come up with
ther metric that evolves APFD metric by considering other factors
uch as cost or time constraints to fulﬁll different objectives of pri-
ritization. 
Coverage effectiveness (CE) comes as the second most utilized
etric [18,21,23,24,28,39,4 8,4 9,55,56,58] . CE is a metric that inte-
rates the size of test suites and the coverage of each test case.
t is the ratio between the size of the whole test suite and the
overage of reordered test suite that reveals all faults or meets
ll requirements [90] . CE values range from zero to one, where a
igher value indicates a better effectiveness in coverage. Next is
PFDc with a 9% distribution, which is an APFD comparable met-
ic with an inclusion of a cost factor. APFDc has been utilized by
esearchers [15,23,28,49,56,69,70,73,82,83] , to measure the effec-
iveness of fault detection rate over cost. This metric is the most
idely used metric in history and fault-based approaches, since
istory-based concerns on improvising previous testing that in-ludes cost factor, while fault-based focuses on prescribing fault
hat are most likely to be the costly one. 
Time execution metric is used by 7% of the distribution of re-
earchers [18,25,28,36,37,39,58,88] in this SLR. Time execution met-
ic is primarily used in search-based TCP approach to verify the ef-
ectiveness of a proposed algorithm in reducing TCP time. Finally,
ther metric comprises a 23% distribution, which includes several
ypes of metric available. Most of the metrics are adapted from
PFD, which has been turned into ASFD, WPFD, TSFD, APBC, APDC,
PSC, and NAPFD to answer different TCP objectives. 
To further support the signiﬁcance of all evaluation met-
ics, ANOVA test has been utilized by several researchers
18,22,32,39,42,44,46,50,51,54,61,79,81,82] . Analysis of variance 
ANOVA), is a statistical method that was introduced by Fisher
92] . ANOVA is a statistical test that aims to evaluate the difference
f the means of three or more groups. The groups’ data must be in
umerical type. ANOVA hypothesizes the ﬁndings with both null
ypothesis and alternative hypothesis. A null hypothesis is where
ll treatments are having equal values while alternative rejects the
ull hypothesis. ANOVA test in TCP hs been used to verify the im-
act of the proposed work by measuring a statistical signiﬁcance
f the investigated approach, by comparing any metrics, such as
PFD or execution time. 
.7.2. Artifact 
An artifact is required in completing a controlled research in
esting practices. Artifacts can be in the form of test cases, soft-
are, coverage information, software requirements, fault records,
istory evidence, and others. The utilization of artifact depends on
he type of research and its suitability to the experiment. A careful
xamination of the artifacts utilized by different TCP approaches is
resented by Singh [13] . The study highlighted a number of arti-
acts assessed by researchers. In this SLR, the distribution of arti-
acts utilized is presented along with their usage in different TCP
pproaches. Fig. 11 shows the TCP-related artifacts assessed by re-
earchers. 
On the subject of the artifacts assessed, our results conform
he ﬁndings reported in [13] , where a 50% distribution of the ar-
ifacts are accessible with no restriction from Software Infrastruc-
ure Repository(SIR) [91] . In this SLR, a 36% distribution of the
oftware artifacts has been extracted from SIR, as illustrated in
ig. 11 . Meanwhile, real case study has been used in several stud-
es [42,43,47,49,52–55,61,63,65,67] , which is considered as an ar-
ifact in this SLR. The artifacts from SIR are mainly divided into
hree types comprising, siemen, space, and TLS. Siemen set con-
ists of seven benchmark program which is written C programming
anguage. 
Table 11 shows the list of programs developed by Siemens
orporate Research, which constitutes a 17% distribution of ar-
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Table 11 
Siemen benchmark program. 
Program LOC Description 
tcas 173 Aircraft collision avoidance system 
schedule2 374 Priority Scheduler 
schedule 412 Priority Scheduler 
tot_info 565 Information Statistics Measure 
printokens 726 Lexical Analyzer 
printokens2 570 Lexical Analyzer 
replace 564 Pattern Replace 
Fig. 12. Utilization of SIR programs in TCP approaches. 
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ptifacts assessed by researchers [3,13,28,34,39,44,45,66,88] . The
next popular SIR program among researchers is Test Speciﬁ-
cation Language (TSL) with an 11% distribution, as cited in
[13,23,24,27,28,44,58,73,82,88] . This category is named TSL after a
TSL tool that is used in executing the program. TSL program con-
sists of four programs which are ﬂex, grep, gzip, and make, where
all of them are UNIX utilities. The last SIR is a ‘Space’ program
with 9564 lines of code (6218 executables), which makes up 8% of
the total artifacts assessed and applied in [13,27,28,33,34,44,45,71] .
The space program has been used to validate the content within a
ﬁle and functions as an interpreter for an array deﬁnition language
(ADL) grammar. In short, SIR provides information for each of C
object, excluding requirement speciﬁcation documentation. Over-
all, SIR programs have been widely utilized in TCP approach, for
studies that are not related to requirements. Fig. 12 shows the uti-
lization percentage of SIR program across different TCP approaches.
From Fig. 12 , we can see that 68% of utilization of SIR programs
have been utilized under search-based TCP approach [25–40,93] ,
while 16% of the studies have utilized SIR programs in fault-based
TCP [56–60] . Other approaches that utilize SIR include, coverage-
based 4%, history 2%, and others 10%. The reason behind this dis-
tribution of studies concerning utilization SIR is because SIR only
provides artifacts in the form of source code, test suites, fault in-
formation, coverage information, and some history evidence. An
artifact such as requirement is not provided, which explains why
requirement-based TCP does not utilize SIR programs. Since SIR
does not provide such information, a real case study or other con-
trolled experiment has been used as shown in Fig. 11 . 
5. Research ﬁnding 
In software development, prioritizing test case is an essential
activity in testing phase [3,94] . At the point when client hopes are
high, promised time is short, assets are constrained, and the de-
veloped software must have the capability to fulﬁll the software
requirements with fewer faults, TCP technique is beneﬁcial to re-
duce the cost, time, and software fault since TCP itself concerns
to order test cases for early optimization in fault detection. A de-ailed approach of TCP is very important, not only to be used to
ptimize the test case execution, but also to aid project manager
o organize project deliveries, and maybe to make some necessary
djustment. Therefore, the TCP impact in regression testing must
e emphasized more. 
In answering RQ1, all of the primary studies were used to an-
wer this research question. As for the result, it can be said that
CP approaches are still broadly open for improvements. There
ere positive increments of TCP publication starting from 1999
ntil 2016. New approaches in TCP are introduced constantly ev-
ry year, and implementation of artiﬁcial intelligence element has
een a trend among researchers in the latest study. However, other
pproaches have their own supporters, with their own advan-
ages. For example, in other approaches, a multi-objective or cri-
eria technique has shown quite a number of supporters in a re-
ent publication [95,96] as it has the capability to tackle two or
ore different kinds of objectives in one prioritization. This ap-
roach can also be easily combined with other techniques, which
akes it a more interesting and promising approach. Therefore, it
an be concluded that TCP is recognized as an important element
n regression testing among researchers currently, as it has the ca-
ability to increase the effectiveness of testing in terms of fault
etection rate, cost, and time. 
For RQ2, 42% of the primary studies were examined thoroughly.
s a conclusion, each approach has speciﬁed potential values, ad-
antages, and limitation. The inputs and dataset type play an im-
ortant role in the determination of their advantages and limita-
ion. For example, the requirement-based approach uses customer
riority during requirement elicitation as inputs to prioritize and
enerate a test case. Risk-based may also use requirement risk as
ne of the inputs to execute prioritization process. This indicates
hat both may have their own advantages against other approaches
n terms of TCP execution starting point since both may start prior
o code availability. The differences in term of strengths and limi-
ations of these approaches are required to give a hint on how TCP
pproaches function and serve as a motivation for any changes in
he future. 
For RQ3, 19 out of 80 primary studies were evaluated regard-
ng their experimental setup. The implementation of TCP process
hows a signiﬁcant role in certain project (RQ3). TCP techniques
eneﬁt project managers in adjusting their project schedules in
rder to counter the constraint that exists within the project de-
elopment process. Variations in the starting point of TCP process
mong the approaches provide a different timeline and beneﬁt to
roject manager to choose which approaches suite with the project
chedule and available resources. 
For RQ4, all of 80 primary studies have been examined thor-
ughly. The evaluation metrics utilized in these primary studies
ith the reasons behind their creations have been covered. APFD
etric remains as the main metric used in all TCP approaches.
owever, there is quite a number of new metrics that have been
ntroduced, which is adapted from APFD to support different ob-
ectives in different studies. As for the artifacts, the evidence sug-
ests that programs extracted from SIR remains the most popular
hoice among researchers. However, SIR does not support require-
ent and model based TCP approaches. 
. Threats to validity 
This SLR has some limitations recognized that may threaten its
alidity. Similar to previous reviews, the potential threats of this
ystematic review are associated with an imperfect collection of
rimary studies and imprecise data synthesis and derivation. 
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A.1. Selection of primary studies 
In Section 3 , the authors presented the research method in de-
ail in the order used to select the relevant studies. However, the
uthors cannot completely ensure that the authors have gained
ll the accessible reviews related to TCP to answer all RQs. There
re two possible issues. Firstly, a possible issue is the diﬃculty
n ﬁnding appropriate search strings for different repositories. In
ection 3.4 , detailed explanations were given for the process of se-
ection of repositories and search strings were used to ﬁnd rele-
ant studies to be used in this SLR. However, there might be other
igniﬁcant studies which may use other keywords. Secondly, some
igniﬁcant or related studies might have existed in non-English
ublication. It misses out the relevant non-English studies although
t cannot be avoided. 
.2. Imprecise data synthesis and extraction 
Imprecise data synthesis and fragmentary extraction process
rom the primary studies could be the next potential threat to the
alidity of this SLR. This may be due to unsystematic data extrac-
ion or invalid classiﬁcation of data. To reduce this problem, man-
al scrutiny was applied to reduce the possibility of inaccurate
ata extraction by focusing on the data elements collected from
he selected studies represented in Section 3.6 . Furthermore, a set
f speciﬁc quality assessments were applied to avoid inaccurate in-
lusion of desired studies. 
.3. TCP related ﬁeld 
Within regression testing, there are three techniques compris-
ng, TCP, TCS, and TSM. Test case selection (TCS) is almost similar
o TCP as the idea behind TCS is to localize fault, select related test
ases, and execute it as a suite. However, in this SLR, the authors
id not discuss the current trend of TCP in supporting fault local-
zation issues which may be a potential threat to the validity of
his SLR. To avoid this, the authors suggest that this issue could
e discussed in future in Section 7 . As an overview, TCP does sup-
ort in fault localization as demonstrated in several recent works
97–100] . A TCP approach may also be turned into TCS after pri-
ritization is completed and selection can be made based on pri-
ritization result. Work by [97] proposed a technique known as
iversity maximization speedup (DMS), which ranks up program
nit while performing a fault localization for TCP and the results
emonstrated that the technique was able to realize the aimed
ost. 
. Conclusion 
As the purpose of this study was to classify and criticize the
urrent state and trend of test case prioritization approaches, SLRcheme was used to conduct this study. With this SLR scheme,
ome applicable RQs were formulated according to the aim of this
tudy. This research was conducted through ﬁnding, classifying,
valuating, and understanding all of the primary studies. The mo-
ivation of this review was to discover any areas or ﬁelds that are
ikely to undergo any sort of improvement via systematic assess-
ent of applicable and important studies in TCP approaches. 
During the review process, the appropriate primary studies
ere recognized and evaluated. The data pulled out from the stud-
es were synchronized. The authors structured the outcomes into
ables and ﬁgures, which are intended to ease the understanding
mong the different research groups that work on the same TCP
rea. From the study, it was discovered that: 
a) There were quite a number of prioritization techniques that ex-
ist and improvements are still required. 
b) AI application is quite popular since it can be used for different
problems and the empirical data availability for AI experimental
setup is high. 
c) The data or information classiﬁcation in TCP such as require-
ment statement, system models, and source code needs to be
investigated further in future. 
d) The speciﬁc time frame for the execution process of TCP for
each approach needs to be detailed out. 
e) Early prioritization in the early stage of a system development
life cycle is worth to be investigated further to ease project
manager and development team in making the necessary ad-
justment. 
f) Human involvement in decision-making and estimation needs
to be changed into a computerized and automated reasoning to
reduce human error. 
g) How does TCP support fault localization compared to TCS? This
issue could be an interesting point to be discussed in the next
work. 
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ppendix 
This appendix section contains Tables A1 –A5 . 
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Table A1 
Result quality scores of selected studies. 
Paper Refs. Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Score 
Rothermel et al. [3] 1 1 0.5 0.5 1 4 
Yoo and Harman [7] 1 0 1 0 1 3 
Singh et al. [13] 1 0 1 0 1 3 
Thomas et al. [18] 1 1 1 0.5 1 4.5 
Sampath et al. [19] 1 1 1 0.5 1 4.5 
Sanchez et al. [20] 1 1 0.5 0.5 1 4 
Mei et al. [21] 1 1 1 0.5 1 4.5 
Fang et al. [22] 1 1 1 0.5 1 4.5 
Miranda and Bertolino [23] 1 1 1 0.5 1 4.5 
Korel et al. [24] 1 1 0.5 0.5 1 4 
Maheswari et al. [25] 1 1 1 0.5 1 4.5 
Lou et al. [26] 1 1 0.5 0.5 1 4 
Yuan et al. [27] 1 1 0.5 0.5 1 4 
Catal [28] 1 1 0.5 0.5 1 4 
Kaur and Goyal [29] 1 1 1 0.5 1 4.5 
Jun et al. [30] 1 1 0.5 0.5 1 4 
Sabharwal et al. [31] 1 1 0.5 0.5 1 4 
Do et al. [33] 1 1 1 0.5 1 4.5 
Deb et al. [32] 1 1 1 0.5 1 4.5 
Li et al. [34] 1 1 1 0.5 1 4.5 
Li et al. [35] 1 1 0.5 0.5 1 4 
Solanki et al. [36] 1 1 0.5 0.5 1 4 
Gao et al. [37] 1 1 0.5 0.5 1 4 
Noguchi et al. [38] 1 1 0.5 0.5 1 4 
Ledru et al. [39] 1 1 1 0.5 1 4.5 
Jiang et al. [40] 1 1 1 0.5 1 4.5 
Eghbali et al. [41] 1 1 1 0.5 1 4.5 
Di Nardo et al. [42] 1 1 0.5 1 1 4.5 
Nardo et al. [43] 1 1 1 1 1 5 
Hao et al. [44] 1 1 1 0.5 1 4.5 
Hao et al. [45] 1 1 1 0.5 1 4.5 
Zhang et al. [46] 1 1 0.5 0.5 1 4 
Miller [47] 1 0 1 0 1 3 
Fang et al. [48] 1 1 1 0.5 1 4.5 
Bryce et al. [49] 1 1 0.5 0.5 1 4 
Bryce et al. [49] 1 1 1 0.5 1 4.5 
Jones et al. [50] 1 1 1 0.5 1 4.5 
Leon et al. [51] 1 1 1 0.5 1 4.5 
Krishnamoorthi et al. [52] 1 1 1 1 1 5 
Tahvili et al. [53] 1 1 1 0.5 1 4.5 
Alves et al. [54] 1 1 1 0.5 1 4.5 
Mei et al. [55] 1 1 1 0.5 1 4.5 
Wang et al. [56] 1 1 0.5 0.5 1 4 
Qi et al. [57] 1 1 0.5 0.5 1 4 
Jiang et al. [58] 1 1 1 0.5 1 4.5 
Yu and Lau [59] 1 1 1 0.5 1 4.5 
Do et al. [60] 1 1 1 1 1 5 
Srikanth et al. [61] 1 1 1 1 1 5 
Muthusamy and Seetharaman [62] 1 1 1 0.5 1 4.5 
Ma et al. [63] 1 1 0.5 0.5 1 4 
Arafeen et al. [64] 1 1 0.5 0.5 1 4 
Hettiarachchi et al. [65] 1 1 0.5 0.5 1 4 
Yoon et al. [66] 1 1 1 1 1 5 
Srikanth et al. [67] 1 1 0.5 1 1 4.5 
Srikanth et al. [68] 1 1 1 1 1 5 
Lin et al. [69] 1 1 0.5 0.5 1 4 
Marijan et al. [70] 1 1 0.5 1 1 4.5 
Khalilian et al. [71] 1 1 0.5 0.5 1 4 
Kim and Porter [72] 1 1 0.5 0.5 1 4 
Huang et al. [73] 1 1 0.5 0.5 1 4 
Hettiarachchi et al. [74] 1 1 1 0.5 1 4.5 
Yoon and Choi [75] 1 1 1 1 1 5 
Stallbaum et al. [76] 1 1 0.5 0.5 1 4 
Felderer et al. [77] 1 0 1 0 1 3 
Ufuktepe et al. [78] 1 1 0.5 0.5 1 4 
Zhao et al. [79] 1 1 0.5 0.5 1 4 
Mirarab and Tahvildari [80] 1 1 0.5 0.5 1 4 
Mirarab and Tahvildari [81] 1 1 0.5 0.5 1 4 
Elbaum et al. [82] 1 1 1 0.5 1 4.5 
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Table A2 
Overview of primary studies. 
Publication Type Publication Year Publication Name Refs. 
Journal 2012 Software Testing, Veriﬁcation, Reliability [7] 
Journal 2012 Informatica [13] 
Journal 2014 Software Engineering [18] 
Journal 2013 EEE Transactions on Software Engineering [19] 
Journal 2015 IEEE Transactions on Services Computing [21] 
Journal 2014 Software Quality Journal [22] 
Journal 2016 Journal of Systems and Software [23] 
Journal 2015 Indian Journal of Science and Technology [25] 
Journal 2011 International journal on computer science and engineering [29] 
Journal 2002 IEEE transactions on evolutionary computation [32] 
Journal 2006 IEEE Transactions on Software Engineering [33] 
Journal 2007 IEEE Transactions on software engineering [34] 
Journal 2016 Emerging Research in Computing, Information, Communication and Applications [36] 
Journal 2012 Automated Software Engineering [39] 
Journal 2015 Journal of Systems and Software [40] 
Journal 2016 IEEE Transactions on Software Engineering [41] 
Journal 2015 Software Testing, Veriﬁcation and Reliability [43] 
Journal 2014 Transactions on Software Engineering and Methodology (TOSEM) [44] 
Journal 2016 IEEE Transactions on Software Engineering [45] 
Journal 2013 IEEE transactions on software engineering [47] 
Journal 2012 Science China Information Sciences [48] 
Journal 2011 International Journal of System Assurance Engineering and Management [50] 
Journal 2003 IEEE Transactions on Software Engineering [51] 
Journal 2009 Information and Software Technology [53] 
Journal 2016 Information Technology: New Generations [54] 
Journal 2016 Software Testing, Veriﬁcation and Reliability [55] 
journal 2015 IEEE Transactions on Services Computing [56] 
Journal 2012 Information and Software Technology [59] 
Journal 2012 Information and Software Technology [60] 
Journal 2010 IEEE Transactions on Software Engineering [61] 
Journal 2016 Information and Software Technology [62] 
Journal 2014 International Journal of Applied [63] 
Journal 2012 Journal of Software Engineering and Applications [67] 
Journal 2016 Journal of Systems and Software [69] 
Journal 2012 Science of Computer Programming [72] 
Journal 2012 Journal of Systems and Software [74] 
Journal 2016 Information and Software Technology [75] 
Journal 2011 International Journal of Software Engineering and Knowledge Engineering [76] 
Journal 2014 International Journal on Software Tools for Technology Transfer [78] 
Journal 2004 Software Quality Journal [83] 
Conference 1999 Proceedings IEEE International Conference on Software Maintenance [3] 
Conference 2014 IEEE Seventh International Conference on Software Testing, Veriﬁcation and Validation [20] 
Conference 2007 Proceedings of the 3rd international workshop on Advances in model-based testing [24] 
Conference 2011 Internet Computing & Information Services (ICICIS), 2011 International Conference [30] 
Conference 2010 Computer and Communication Technology (ICCCT) [31] 
Conference 2010 International Conference on Quality Software [35] 
Conference 2015 Software Engineering and Service Science (ICSESS) [37] 
Conference 2015 nternational Conference on Software Testing, Veriﬁcation and Validation (ICST) [38] 
Conference 2013 International Conference on Software Testing, Veriﬁcation and Validation [42] 
Conference 2013 International Conference on Software Engineering (ICSE) [46] 
Conference 2015 Software Engineering and Service Science (ICSESS) [57] 
Conference 2013 Software Maintenance (ICSM) [58] 
Conference 2013 International Conference on Software Testing, Veriﬁcation and Validation [65] 
Conference 2014 Software Security and Reliability (SERE) [66] 
Conference 2013 Engineering of Complex Computer Systems (ICECCS) [70] 
Conference 2013 Software Maintenance (ICSM) [71] 
Conference 2002 Software Engineering, 2002. ICSE [73] 
Conference 2016 Computer Software and Applications Conference (COMPSAC) [79] 
Conference 2015 Computer Software and Applications Conference (COMPSAC) [80] 
Conference 2007 International Conference on Fundamental Approaches to Software Engineering [81] 
Conference 2008 International Conference on Software Testing, Veriﬁcation, and Validation [82] 
Workshop 2012 Proceedings of the 2nd international workshop on Evidential assessment of software technologies [28] 
Workshop 2007 Workshop on Domain speciﬁc approaches to software test automation: in conjunction with the 6th ESEC/FSE joint meeting [49] 
Workshop 2008 Workshop on Automation of software test [77] 
Symposium 2015 Software Reliability Engineering (ISSRE) [26] 
Symposium 2015 International Symposium on Search Based Software Engineering [27] 
Symposium 2003 Software Reliability Engineering, 2003. ISSRE [52] 
Symposium 2016 Artiﬁcial Intelligence, Networking and Parallel/Distributed Computing (SNPD) [64] 
Symposium 2005 International Symposium on Empirical Software Engineering [68] 
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Table A3 
Existing approaches and their citation indexes. 
No. Approaches Source 
1 Search based [25–40] 
2 Coverage based [3,29,42–52] 
3 Fault based [53–60] 
4 Requirement based [52,61–67] 
5 History based [38,68–73] 
6 Risk based [65,66,74–77] 
7 Bayesian Network based [78–81] 
8 Cost Effective based [60,73,82] 
9 Multi-Criteria based [19,20] , 
10 Topic-Model based [18] 
11 Workﬂow [21] 
12 Lexicographical Ordering [41] 
13 Similarity based [22] 
14 Scope-Aided based [23] 
15 Model based [24] 
Table A4 
The advantages and limitation of TCP approaches. 
Approaches Advantages Limitation 
Search-based -GA Acquired result such as coverage and fault 
detection is the major beneﬁt [28] 
Speed execution of GA is likely to be slow 
[28,35] due to mutation process 
Search based - Greedy Results in high coverage and performance against 
other search algorithms [34,35] 
Too much greedy type with different purposes [34] 
Search-based 
Ant colony optimization (ACO) 
ACO method has been conﬁdently used in various 
optimization problems that beneﬁts TCP as it has 
various kind of factors that may be combined 
[37] 
As ants tend to follow the shorter path, total 
coverage would be the issues for this approach 
[37] 
Search-based String Distance Manage to detect and kill the strongest mutants in 
regression testing [39] 
Not able to produce an optimum result when there 
are two optimal sequences produced [39] 
Coverage-based Perform full coverage which in theory is able to 
detect all possible fault [3,7,43] –[45] Coverage 
approaches are much predictable in terms of 
APFD [44] 
Overall APFD score is still not optimal [43,44] 
Requires extra information such as test case fault 
history data or modiﬁcation information to 
enhance fault detection rate [42,45] In other 
words, it is better to combine with other 
approaches 
Fault-based High possibility to detect the faults in a system 
earlier (including hidden faults) [53,59] 
Guaranteed to be free from prescribed faults [56,58] 
Accuracy of fault detection is subjective that is 
prone to human error [53] 
Prescribed faults might not well deﬁned [59] 
Requirement-based Uses of requirements information during 
requirement elicitation such as customer priority, 
error prone value, volatility value, and execution 
diﬃculties for prioritization criteria [61,67] 
Claim to achieve high eﬃciency (earlier execution 
starting time, no code dependency) [61,63,67] 
Such information requires human involvement 
resulting in a possibility of human error [61,67] 
Uses static data that needs to have an perfect 
mapping may not reliable [62] 
History-based Utilizing historical data including the count of 
executions, the count which reveals a fault [71] 
Accelerate rate of fault-detection [71,72] 
History-based has several bottlenecks such as 
historic information availability and small 
number of defect information 
Risk-based High possibility to detect speciﬁc error related to 
system’s risks [66,75] 
Effective in early detection of serious fault [66,74] 
Human expert dependency [75,76] 
Bayesian -Network-based Can use multiple kinds of information such as 
coverage info, fault proneness and etc. to predict 
the probability of fault detection using Bayesian 
network model [78,81] 
Time consuming, requires algorithm improvement 
[81] 
Cost-Effective- based Promote cost awareness that leads to cost 
reduction [82] 
Has several bottlenecks such as historic 
information availability and small number of 
defect information 
Multi-Criteria based Outperformed single criteria prioritization [19] 
Better in industrial case study [7] 
Topic-Model based Can indicate test cases’ functionality, and able to 
identify more related evidence [18] 
Full natural language processing and complete with 
grammars, need to have a trained data which is 
ineffective, and is error prone [18] 
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Table A5 
Major process proposed by researcher. 
No Source Process 
1 Miller [47] 1) Divide into two categories dependency 
2) Test case dependents were calculated 
3) Longest path of test case dependent were calculated 
4) Calculating Test Case Priorities 
2 Bryce et al [49] 1) Select test that covers the most unique 
2) Iterate by random select test for tie breaking 
3) Iterate test cover the most new pairs until last remaining 
3 Leon and Podgurski [51] 1) Execute the tests based maximum coverage 
2) Execute the tests by cluster sampling 
3) Select test case by failure pursuit 
4) Test case left ordered in random 
4 Eghbali and Tahvildari [41] 1) Choose highest coverage test case 
2) Choose the highest coverage and not covered yet 
3) Repeat step 2 
4) Repeat until the ordering is complete, random selection for ties 
5 Tahvili et al. [53] 1) Speciﬁc criteria is determined 
2) Calculate the criteria values 
3) Prioritize the test case using the criteria values 
6 Wang et al. [56] 1) Calculate fault severity 
2) Selecting a highest fault severity of test case and record the covered test case and faults 
3) Updating fault severity of the remaining test cases 
4) Repeating step 2 to 4 until all the test cases are sorted to end 
7 Jiang et al. [58] 1) Calculate cost to discover ﬁrst fault localization 
2) Calculate cost to discover second fault localization 
3) Repeat for third and so on 
4) Report the mean and variance of the cost for localizing faults 
8 Yu and Lau [59] 1) Determine fault from prescribe model 
2) Generate test cases using MUMCUT 
3) The effectiveness is evaluated 
9 Do et al. [60] 1) Obtain coverage information for each object program 
2) Reorder test suites 
3) Compute rate of fault detection and missed fault 
4) Prioritize again with fault detection information and other cost 
10 Srikanth et al. [68] 1) Analyze historical ﬁeld failures 
2) Identify rarity of use cases 
3) Tag use cases 
4) Prioritize use cases 
11 Khalilian et al. [71] 1) Study historical data (test priority) 
2) Test case coverage data is gathered with respect to coverage criteria 
3) Prioritize based on percentage code coverage with its priority 
4) Record the ﬁnal data 
12 Ma et al. [63] 1) Calculated priorities of test cases 
2) Selection of test case with highest value 
3) Prioritize and recalculation priorities 
4) Repeat until all requirements are covered 
13 Srikanth et al. [61] 1) Get customer priority scores and fault proneness scores 
2) Find average of all scores 
3) Divided the average of scores with sum of both to obtain weight 
4) Compute combined scores by multiplying each factor score 
14 Arafeen et al. [64] 1) Cluster requirement 
2) Mapping the requirement 
3) Prioritize in cluster 
4) Full prioritization 
15 Krishnamoorthi et al. [52] 1) Factor identiﬁcation 
2) Calculate total requirement and test cases 
3) Calculate factor values 
4) Calculate requirement weight 
5) Analyze and map the test case to requirement 
6) Recalculate requirement weight 
7) Sorting the test cases 
16 Srikanth et al. [67] 1) Determine the requirement criteria 
2) Determine the requirement priorities 
3) Defect and failure mapped to requirement 
4) Determine the requirement complexity 
5) Test case is run 
17 Hettiarachchi et al. [74] 1) Risk is estimated 
2) Risk requirement calculated 
3) Risk item calculated 
4) TCP process starts 
18 Hettiarachchi et al. [65] 1) Risk is estimated 
2) Risk weight calculated 
3) Risk value calculated 
4) Evaluate extra factors 
5) TCP process start 
19 Yoon et al. [66] 1) Identify risk item 
2) Estimates the risk values 
3) Calculate test case priority 
4) Prioritize based on test case priority 
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